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About This Content

Mega Airport Berlin-Brandenburg by Aerosoft covers the existing Airport Berlin Schönefeld as well as the adjacent new
international airport. A simple configuration tool (downloaded via the Steam Tools Library) makes it easy to switch to the

current status or one where the new airport is open. It was designed using the latest technology and has an impressive feature list
including high resolution day and night textures, over 64,000 hand-placed autogen objects, detailed navigation systems (ILS,

VOR/DME, NDB, ATIS), realistically placed runway/taxiway/approach lights and coverage of over 100km² with high
resolution aerial imagery.

Features:

Highly detailed rendition of Berlin Brandenburg International Airport "Willy Brandt" (BER)

Includes the older Schönefeld (SXF) airport (north of BER) with the same level of detail

Two AFCAD versions that can be switched to your liking: BER open or SXF only

Winter textures set

Detailed VFR landmarks as the Waltersdorf shopping complex right in the new 25L approach

Animated visual docking systems
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Detailed navigation systems (ILS, VOR/DME, NDB, ATIS)

Realistic shadow rendition on all 3D objects and ground by texture baking

High resolution day and night textures (2048px²)

Realistically placed runway/taxiway/approach lights based on official airport charts and aerial images taken

Authentic stop positions for each aircraft type painted on the ground at each gate (based on latest aerial imagery taken
for this purpose)

Extensive coverage of over 100km² with high resolution aerial imagery (0.2-0.4m/px)

Complex mesh terrain even depicting smaller terrain features (e.g. elevated streets, quarries...)

64,590 hand-placed autogen objects (houses/vegetation) covering the complete aerial image

Realistic 3D grass and vegetation

Numerous custom made static objects around the airport

Configuration manager tool (downloaded via the Steam Tools Library) for optimal performance

Highly detailed manual including charts (PDF)
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this is a fun one. I have wanted a snowmachine game sense SledStorm came out on PlayStation one. This is the best thing to
come out sense then for people that want a snow cross game. The game is very arcade and the snowmachines have a generic
sound and don't really handle like a real snowmachine but its not bad. It does'int quite have the realism that MX unleashed
offered for moto-cross games but It's a good start. Only complaint I have is the price. I fell like $9.99 is a more realistic price
for the quailty of game.. Played through with my wife and she was skeptical as to whether it would be worth it. We wre both
surprised at how good this little gem is. Haven't broken into the other modes of the game, but Co-op is top notch. This is better
than what I thought I was getting for what I paid.
  Great attention to detail from artists. Each of the levels are wrought with little things which are amuzing when you notice them
but never detract from the experience or your focus on the challenge at hand. The puzzles are not overly challenging but they
still invoke real problem solving skills. Anyone who enjoys playing games with their friends will find Tiny Brains to fit the bill..
Rating 7.5/10
Overview: Isometric Stealth

The Good:

+ Great art style

+25 levels, each level has 2 stages

+ 3 playable character each with their own objectives and play style per level

+ The game does a good job visually presenting all dangers to you i.e enemy visions, lasers, camera etc.

+ Each level has a ‘par time’ for replay ability

+ Great soundtrack that fits the atmosphere and art style

The Average:

If you are not interested in getting achievements, the game can be pretty short, if you are interested in achievements, the game
can be pretty repetitive.

Frustration can set in quick with this game as luck plays a big role in determining how fast and good you can complete levels.
Enemy guard movement can be sporadic, its difficult to know which way they are going to go. On the one hand, it makes the
game interesting and forces you to really rely on patience and timing, on the other hand, having a guard turn in the wrong
direction, spotting you at the very last second just when you were about to exit the level can be rage inducing.

Conclusion:

The Marvelous Miss Take is a fun little isometric stealth game that seems to have gone over looked in the steam community.
The premise of the game is easy enough to understand and so you can jump right into the game. It’s a fun game in short bursts.
Check this game out if you are a fan of the genre.
. I would recommend this game if it didn't crash\/freeze randomly. It happens usually during mid-wave and never recovers.
Others are having this issue and the dev has not responded to my email or forum post.

When it isn't crashing, I do enjoy the music and being able to upgrade my weapons to be able to progress further. But having to
take off the headset to manually close out of the game, then reload is a bit much.. It's a decent recording device, may not be the
best 100%, but for what it's worth it's easy to use and manage, it also doesn't lag or interfere with the games you're playing. The
main downside is that sometimes, not always, the output file can be quite low in quality and the frame rates can drop, this is an
issue that does need fixing. That said it's not that bad to use and I certainly have had more beneficial uses for it than some other
less reliable sources (DVR for example) The price isn't too high either so if you want a quick and easy to use recording software
this one's decent.. After putting 16.5 hours into Forager. I have little good to say about it. It's buggy. It's boring. I feel like I was
robbed for buying this game. And when I am done with it I won't be coming back to it.
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So what do I not like about it? Well could I say everything? From how the key press don't work to how the screen shakes every
time a mining rod collects a resource. Which you can't turn off. And when the screen shakes you may end up clicking on a tile
you didn't intend to! There isn't a pop up to tell you what each scroll or potion does. Early in the game when you get scrolls and
potions for quests you end up saving them until later in the game when they are useless! Unless you like trial and error on rare
items. When building multiple buildings or resources it costs more as you make more. Which can become a very steep and
costly resource hog. I am looking at you fishing pots!

Well those are some of the things I do not like about Forager. As of right now I cannot recommend this game to anyone. It feels
incomplete. It has problems which should have been ironed out. If you are reading this review please DO NOT BUY THIS
GAME!!!!!
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The gameplay is pretty good, and the controls could be better.
Pros:
-Different game mode: story mode and versus mode. Better than normal zombies game.
- High-quality graphics. Some of the story atmosphere is realistic. Such as falling from plane and in the lift.
-Hardly feel dizzy.
-Some zombies really scare me.
Cons:
-The controls need to improve. Especially the problem of changing weapons.
-Zombies can\u2019t walk up and down stairs.
-I feel like I\u2019m a child compared to the world scale.

If you like shooting zombies with friends, you can try this game. Although it has some problems now, I think it has potential to
perform well. Expecting updates.. Worst game evva!!!!!!!. This game is amazing. Definitely one of my favorite rhythm games..
\\the devellopers have left that game. The tutoria doesnt start as the button isnt working. dont buy it its a trap. Really great game,
had lots of fun playing it and can really recommend. The artstyle is hilarious and the dialogues too, I'm really looking forward to
the next case. :=D. !-! Accurate info about microtransaction from some one who actually played the game. !-!

You do NOT have to pay credits to play the campaigns, The credit amount you see is your REWARD for beating that campaign
level.
You can spend those credits on skins for your bots.

You also have the option to buy credits to get skins, but that's purely optional.
There is nothing gameplay-wise you have to pay for.

Also...
OMG THIS IS SO MUCH FUN!. The only game I played not to improve on the sight of a blank screen.... The game is a solid
shooter, have enemies and weapon to use against them, and the shooter side of the game is good enough to be called average for
a budget game. The tactical side of the game has to be done during gameplay without cover or advanced options which means it
does not work at all. The AI is poorly programmed apart from the animations of characters looking dreadful, the amount of time
my team-mates end up just bumping into each other is silly. The simple layout of just being able to send team-mates to were you
are looking means you cannot line up moves and allows you to add no intelligence to the game. An alright shooter but terrible
tactics results in a below par game.
Map layouts are small and confined again not allowing you to approach the game in different styles, something else I would see
as key to a tactical shooter.
Flashbangs arent thrown as much as roll out on the bottom of the screen with such poor feedback that I didnt even realise one
had been thrown a lot of the time. Pop in of the environment again proves how lose the engine of the game is and the knock on
affect to the game is felt
(Side note: the performance of the game on my machine was poor 4Ghz proc, 16gb ram, 2x GTX 980ti)

Video: https:\/\/youtu.be\/rHiOD9Cgnu0
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